Social Media Advertising

Case Study
Description
The store is planning to discount most Smart TVs and
wants to run a campaign across social media to incrase
awareness and sales.

Official Sony Reseller

The store is known to the estonian speaking customer,
yet fairly unknown to the russian audience. The goal
of the campaign is to show the offers to the target
audience, create
c
awareness and interest & guide
them to the online store to make a purchase.

Introduce the online store to a
wider russian speaking audience
& increase online sales.

Channels used

Challenges

The russian speaking audience in Estonia uses more
than just Facebook and Instagram for socialising.
Therefore to reach a wider audience we used channels
like Mail.ru, Yandex and VKontakte too.

Problematic website.
Difficult purchase process.

Problems encountered

Target Audience
Gender:
Age:
Language:
Location:
More:
Mo

All
25-50
Russian
Lasnamäe, Ülemiste,
Kadriorg,
(Tallinn, Estonia).
Higher Middle Class
Houseowners / Renters

Upon deeper analysis and investigation, it became clear
that the business had made a faulty landing page with
lacking translations, misplaced visuals and buttons and
the purchase steps were also not translated and
too difficult to follow.

Analysis
Russian speaking audience knows that the brand is known
and so they can find the needed info elsewhere if it’s not
available on the landing page. Russian audience is also
more likely to make a purchase in a physical store after
seeing and evaluating an electronic product.

Results
Growth in website traffic.
Raise of awareness in the targeted
audience group.
Growth of sales.
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Results & Solutions
The campaign created interest in the selected audience
and drove the potential customers to the website,
yet the sales didn’t grow as significantly due to the
flaws that the visitors encountered on the website.
Solution is to fix the website, create a new landing page
and restart the campaign, The business was happy with
the analytics and targeting.
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Social Media Advertising

Case Study
Detailed Description & Goals
The store is planning to discount most Smart TVs and wants to run a campaign across social media
to incrase awareness and sales.
The store is known to the estonian speaking customer, yet fairly unknown to the russian audience. The goal
of the campaign is to show the offers to the target audience via visual banner ads,
create awareness and interest & guide them to the online store to make a purchase.

Channels & Target Audience
The russian speaking audience in Estonia uses more than just Facebook and Instagram for socialising.
Therefore to reach a wider audience we used channels like Mail.ru, Yandex and VKontakte too.

Problems encountered
Upon campaign performance analysis and landing page and website analysis and visitor behaviour observation,
it became clear that many viewers were interested in the ad, yet were repulsed by the content.Visitors that
added a product to their cart abandoned it upon checkout.
We tested the website and went through the checkout process and found out the purchase process was too
long, complex and many elements weren’t translated.
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Case Study
Detailed Analysis
Russian speaking audience knows that the brand is known and so they can find the needed info elsewhere
if it’s not available on the landing page. Russian audience is also more likely to make a purchase in a
physical store after seeing and evaluating an electronic product.
Many visitors who saw a well known brand having a sale as a chance for a good deal were repulsed by
seeing an unfinished and weakly functioning website and could’ve formed an opinion of it being a scam.
Due to buttons being placed counter-intuitively and the checkout process involved many extra features
lilike “Product installation” “Delivery to the door” “Self Pickup” etc. that confused some visitors.
Despite difficulties with the website and landing page.The campaign brought more visitors to the physical
store and sales increased as intended.

Results & Solutions

Bringing more traffic to the website brought up important issues that needed to be solved as soon as possible
in order to conduct successful business and run campaigns.
Issue 1: Unfinished landing page.
Issue 2: Counter-intuitive element placement.
Issue 3: Difficult checkout process.
Issue 4: Unfinished translations.
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